
Startup Ecosystem Award 
Governments often play in important role in countries that have a successful startup 

ecosystem. When we think of startups and a great startup culture, we only imagine 

the crucial role that entrepreneurs play. But governments in startup economies have 

progressively played a critical role in developing a startup culture by creating better 

policies, reducing tax burden, easing migration of talented workers, having developed 

infrastructure, etc. Governments have also encouraged a culture of innovation and 

research by creating programs and educational institutions to create talent and tech 

developments in an economy. Such governments that have adapted with the times 

and encouraged startup development have helped raise the standard of living and 

economies of their countries. 

 

Also, governments must be aware that they need to provide more support locally not 

centrally. Hence, most state governments play an important role in executing policies 

and building a local startup ecosystem. 

 

This award will recognize a government authority that has succeeded in making their 

startup ecosystems successful. 

 

YOUR NOMINEES (limit three nominations per award category). Please 

specify whether the nominee(s) are for the private or public sector category. 

Public Sector Category: Taipei City Government 

Public Sector Category: Taipei Smart City Project Management Office 

Private Sector Category: Global Organization of Smart Cities 

 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (NOTE:  It is important that you make a detailed 

description of the nominee and why you think the nomination is justified. The absence 

of a detailed summary of qualifications as they relate to the above-mentioned award 

description will make it difficult for the awards committee to make an appropriate 

assessment of the candidate):  

Summary 

For Taipei City, "Smart city" is a dynamic process that adjusts to the needs of 

the city at any time, in turn enabling the municipality to answer quickly to the 

needs of citizens. Therefore, to promote Taipei City as a sustainable and livable 

city for citizens, under the authorization of Taipei City Government, Department 

of Information Technology established the “Taipei Smart City Project 

Management Office (TPMO)” in 2016 to accelerate digital transformation and 

facilitate digital governance. With the concept of ‘Government as a Platform, 



City as a Living Lab’, Taipei City opens public test field and introduces creativity 

and resource from collaborative private sectors to promote both Top-down and 

Bottom-up proof of concept (PoC) projects. By bringing together public 

departments and private companies with cutting-edge solutions, creating 

Public-Private Partnership, Taipei City embraces innovation and hence 

facilitates Smart Taipei. In addition, by creating the mechanism on having 

adopting proof of concept (PoC) project (project) for collaborative public and 

private sectors, the public departments don’t need to be afraid of falling failure 

directly connecting to cost-effectiveness and efficacy of departments’ budget 

anymore.  

Beginning in 2020, Taipei City Government formulated the “1plus7 framework”. 

With "Smart government" at its core, the new strategy covers "smart building", 

"smart transportation", "smart education", "smart healthcare", "smart security", 

"smart environment", and "smart economy”. Next, the city government set up 

the “1plus7 steering groups” to accelerate Taipei's Smart City development.   

TPMO serves as the executive secretaries in each steering group to assist in 

the implementation and cooperation with relevant departments, facilitating 

public-private partnership through the framework. Furthermore, the Smart City 

1+7 Solicitation of “Problem Setting by the Governments, Problem Solving by 

the Industry” has also been introduced and held twice a year since end of 2020 

to enhance the procurement rate after the completed PoC projects with great 

results. 

Over the past six years, we have assisted in implementing more than 270 PoC 

projects through either Top-down or Bottom-up approach under the guidance 

of, “1plus7 framework” , such as Taipei Big Data Center, digital governance and 

administration (TaipeiPASS), emergency services, 5G and relevant empirical 

projects and smart poles, automation and AI applications to measure, monitor, 

control, and optimize the outcome, Social Housing Access Control Optimization, 

autonomous bus, smart parking, ride-hailing/ride-sharing services. Several of 

them are well recognized and rewarded with worldwide awards. For example, 

in 2021, TaipeiPass: Digital Pass to Government’s Mobile Service and 

Technology-Assisted Pandemic Prevention Project won the ‘IDC Smart City 

Asia Pacific Awards’. Meanwhile, in 2022, TAIPEION-Innovative Smart 

Governance Administrative Application and Taipei CooC-Cloud4.0—CooC 

APP also won the ‘SCSE Innovative Application Awards’ . 

With more than 5 years of world-recognized experience in promoting Smart 

Taipei and accomplishing the core value of “government as a platform and city 

as a living lab”, we have been well-regarded as the Taipei Model and the game 



changer in the smart city world. We will continue to work for achieving a 

sustainable Smart Taipei for citizens.  

Global Impact and Potential 

While Taipei City established the TPMO and promoted “government as a 

platform ad city as a living lab”, we also foresaw the importance to bring both 

challenges and resources in public and private sectors together both 

domestically and globally. We deeply understand how essential and inevitable 

it is required to share the know-how and match the solutions with challenges. 

We not only facilitate local public-private partnerships through the 1+7 

framework and steering groups, but also encourage bilateral or multi-lateral 

exchange of experience globally. We proactively share the cases through 

exhibitions, forums and award participation, and encourage the proposals for 

inter-city PoC. After years of hard work, we have been honored by achieving 

high rankings among 2 global smart city indexes. In the government evaluation 

report of 2018 published by the Singaporean Eden Strategy Institute, Taipei 

was ranked 16th out of 140 governments globally and the fifth in Asia. Likewise, 

Taipei ranked 4th among 118 cities worldwide in IMD Smart City Index 2021 

released by the International Institute for Management Development which is a 

big progress from the 8th of 2020 ranking. These global smart city indexes affirm 

that our visions, our innovative ecosystem, and successful smart city projects 

are highly recognized globally.  

In 2018, we facilitated the cooperation between French startups and Taipei City 

Government to demonstrate the patented technology for monitoring 

infrastructures in Taipei. This project strongly reaffirms the importance of global 

cooperation. To encourage official collaboration of inter-city PoC globally, 

Taipei City initiated and established Global Organization of Smart Cities (GO 

SMART) in 2019, committed to bridging and facilitating communication 

between government and industry globally. GO SMART is a communication 

and matchmaking platform for worldwide smart city policy makers and solution 

providers. Currently, members come from cities , industry and corporate bodies 

at home and abroad. As of April 2022, a total of 215 members have signed up 

with GO SMART, including municipal governments across Australia, Japan, 

France, USA, and UK. Through the platform, GO SMART successfully 

facilitated two inter-city PoC and created lots bonding in the past 3 years. The 

cross-border cooperation case between Taipei and Fukuoka using government 

official LINE account which is the first case in the world.  Likewise, MiTAC, an 

IoT company in Taiwan, also imported their technique to Redland City to help 

solving mosquito issue through the platform, We hope that we can invite the 



municipal government, enterprises, and research institutions to join GO 

SMART to stimulate and encourage active cooperation between cities and 

solution providers.  

Innovation and Functionalities 

Taipei is the first city government to establish smart city-aimed project office in 

Taiwan and be considered as a pioneer city. After the efforts in the past years, 

other cities start to put their attention on smart city issue and organize similar 

functions and innovative mechanisms. In terms of creating Taipei a smart city, 

we first integrate the city's vision and international trends to formulate a driving 

strategy. Then, the experimental projects are facilitated by combining the 

capacities from the public and private sectors: the public sector provides testing 

field and policy support, and the private sector provides solutions. With top-

down and bottom-up approaches, we work together to implement the pilot 

projects and conduct results evaluation. Finally, scale expansion is carried out 

for those successful projects. After years of experience, we truly create an 

innovative and functional mechanism with clear smart city strategy and rolling 

action plans, and finally be recognized as the game changer in the smart city 

arena.  

Proven Solutions 

Taipei City opens public test field and welcomes latest technologies with 

solutions from private sector to carry out collaborative top-down and bottom-up 

PoC project under the “1+7 Framework”. The Smart City 1+7 Solicitation of 

“Problem Setting by the Governments, Problem Solving by the Industry” has 

also introduced and held twice a year since end of 2020 to increase 

procurement rate after the PoC projects being) completed with great results. 

We work together to implement the pilot projects and conduct results evaluation. 

Finally, scale expansion is available for those successful projects. Over the 

years, all PoC projects are proven solutions through minimum 1 months to 

maximum 39 months of empirical field test and our framework has been proved 

as a functional mechanism to tackle urban challenges and match citizens’ 

needs.  

Scalabilities 

In general, there are three stages for proven solutions through our mechanism.  

Stage 1: Proof of Concept (PoC) Project 

Verify the application of new technology in real scenario so that governmental 

departments can understand industrial capabilities and conduct necessary 

modification to meet up with actual needs. 

Stage 2: Pilot Project 



Prove the commercial feasibility of future expansion through small-scale pilot 

projects, and introduce cost-effectiveness analysis into this stage of 

assessment 

Stage 3: Scaling up Project for Procurement 

A profitable business model that can be procured locally and considered as a 

mature solution that can be exported on a large scale. 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the 

address above, including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program 

description, web site print-out, press release, etc.) 

1. Official Website:  

https://smartcity.taipei/ 

https://www.citiesgosmart.org/ 

2. Flyers 

 

https://smartcity.taipei/
https://www.citiesgosmart.org/


 

  



3. Introduction 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

NOMINEE CONTACT INFORMATION (for award follow up and coordination) 

Name/title: Amanda YEH / Manager of Marketing and Public Relations, Taipei Smart 

City Project Management Office 

Email: amanda.tpmo@gmail.com 

Phone/Mobile: +886-2-2720-8889  ext.1515 ext.281/ +886-912-161-555 

 


